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facsimile definition: 1. an exact copy, especially of a
document: 2. a fax noun3. an exact copy, esp. of a document.
Learn more.
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facsimile definition: 1. an exact copy, especially of a
document: 2. a fax noun3. an exact copy, esp. of a document.
Learn more.
facsimile | Definition of facsimile in English by Oxford
Dictionaries
From Latin fac simile (“make like”), from fac (“make”)
(imperative of facere (“make” )) + simile (neuter of similis
(“like, facsimile (plural facsimiles or facsimilia).
Facsimile - Wikipedia
Definition of facsimile - an exact copy, especially of written
or printed material.
What is facsimile? definition and meaning - takudotaja.tk
1: an exact copy A facsimile of the world's first computer was
exhibited at the museum. Fac simile is a Latin phrase meaning
"make similar." English speakers began using facsimile as a
noun meaning "an exact copy" in the late s.
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Definition of facsimile - an exact copy, especially of written
or printed material.

fax vs facsimile | WordReference Forums
Facsimile Machine Fax Machine Definition - A facsimile (fax)
machine uses public switched telephone networks (PSTN) and the
Internet for the electronic.
Facsimile Synonyms, Facsimile Antonyms | takudotaja.tk
facsimile> contains a representation of some written source in
the form of a set of images rather than as transcribed or
encoded text. [ Digital Facsimiles].

Other articles where Facsimile machine is discussed: fax:
Common fax machines are designed to scan printed textual and
graphic material and then transmit the.

The transferring of images, usually or hard-copy documents,
via telephone lines to another device that can recieve and
interpret the images.
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Facsimile exact copy or reproduction, as of Facsimile
document. Use 'facsimile' in a Sentence While we Facsimile
most facsimile s via fax machine, we are also happy to accept
them by email attachment so long as the content is clear and
exactly reflects the original document. A fax machine works by
scanning a document and mapping very small areas of the
document into either a black pixel picture element or a white
pixel. Gospelsgoonshowtopublic.ProudlypoweredbyWordPress.
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Petroleum, complex mixture of Facsimile that occur in Earth in
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simile is a Facsimile phrase meaning "make similar. It was a
wax-coloured model of my friend, so admirably done that it was
a perfect facsimile.
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